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Works of art by the late Cal Poly professor Vem Swansea, including the mural adjacent 
to Backstage Pizza, are being preserved by professional fraternity Alpha Rho Chi.
Donovan Aird
MUSTANC DAILY
Sixteen years ago, the Cal Poly 
community lost a beloved architect, 
artist and professor.
Since Vern Swansen passed away. 
Alpha Rho Chi, a professional fra­
ternity in the Cal Poly College of 
Architecture and Environmental 
Design, has preserved and curated 
about 4,000 of his paintings, includ­
ing a decades-old mural adjacent to 
Backstage Pizza.
Though it won’t be able to be 
displayed for about 18 months due
to pending University Union reno­
vations, the mural was recently re­
painted by Alpha Rho Chi, then 
sealed by Facility Services to more 
resplendently present and safeguard 
it in the future, said Dwayne Brum- 
mett, UU director of business ser­
vices.
“ It’s a neat thing students got 
together to do, to take time out 
of their busy schedules to improve 
something like that,’’ Brummett 
said.
Alpha Rho C'hi approached the 
Associated Students, Inc. advisory 
board about refurbishing the mural.
Brummett said, and was able to ar­
range a joint effort with ASl, which 
helped finance the project through 
paying for materials and 4-feet-by- 
8-feet sheets of plywood that would 
be painted.
The sheets of plywood were 
sealed and stored. They will be in­
stalled by facility services, likely af­
ter the summer of 2009 upon com­
pletion of the UU Plaza renovation, 
which is tentatively expected to be 
undertaken in the spring of 2009.
“We basically redid the entire 
mural,’’ said architecture sophomore 
Brittany Thornburg, Alpha Rho
Chi historian and Vern chair. “The 
one that is there is really faded; the 
new one will be bright and vivid, 
and truer to the original mural.’’
At the beginning of the process, 
Thornburg explained. Alpha Rho 
Chi scanned the mural’s image and 
used Adobe Illustrator to transform 
it strictly into a line drawing that 
was projected onto the appropriate­
ly organized pieces of wood, which 
were then traced upon and painted 
by numbers in a couple of days.
Throughout, Alpha Rho Chi 
strived to adhere to the mural’s lay-
see Mural, page 2
Panel connects hip-hop 
to 2008 election, voting
Aaron Gaudette
MUSTANU DAILY
A national touring panel shared its 
opinions about hip-hop, youth vote 
activism and how they relate to the 
2008 presidential election on Tuesday 
night in Fisher Science room 286.
While much of the forum, “Rap 
Sessions: Community Dialogues on 
Hip-Hop,’’ centered on how Ameri­
cans ages 35 and under have come to 
be defined as the so-called “hip-hop 
generation,’’ other hot topics included 
the prevalence of race consciousness 
in American society as well as voter 
apathy.
“Politics has really become a spec­
tator sport over the past few decades, 
where politicians really aren’t discuss­
ing the issues that are pertinent to us,’’ 
said Davey D.,a hip-hop columnist for 
the San Jose Mercury News and disc 
jockey for Berkeley-based KPFA FM.
“People get so caught up in the 
Lindsay Lohans and Paris Hiltons and 
what they’re doing that they fail to 
realize that the socioeconomic condi­
tions around us impact even the non­
voter.’’
Rosa Clemente, a community or­
ganizer, journalist and hip-hop activist 
based out of Annapolis, Md., agreed.
“There are issues that the main­
stream media isn’t presenting us ... the 
hip-hop movement is not a radical, but 
an honest way to address neglected is­
sues. Too many people get caught up 
in the media frenzy over a black can­
didate, so that they won’t remember to 
ask the hard questions.”
The forum began with a discussion 
between the two panelists about the 
current political situation, asking why 
so many people are getting caught up 
in the hype over a black candidate.
see Panel, page 2
Grand theft avocado
Sara Wright
m u s t a n l ; daily
Two men are going to jail after taking a guac on the wild side 
when they attempted to steal avocados from a Cal Poly orchard.
Braulio Franco and Alejandro Sanchez of Santa Maria were sen­
tenced to 60 and 45 days in the San Luis Obispo County jail, po­
lice said. Misdemeanor loitering and false identification charges were 
dropped in a plea deal.
“We’re thrilled to have caught these guys,” said University Police 
Department Commander Lori Hashim. “There was a lot of theft last 
year of avocados and lemons that cost a lot of money.”
The men were caught around 10:30 p.m. on March 12 after a wit­
ness reported a suspicious vehicle at Mission Avocado Orchard, which 
is on state land and owned by Mission Produce. They were found 
with 40-gallon trash bags and pruning shears, and though they hadn’t 
taken any of the fruit yet, they ran when police arrived.
Mission Produce is a Southern California avocado and avocado 
products company with more than 6,400 avocado trees planted near­
ly five years ago on 70 acres of Cheda Ranch. The smallest of the 
Cal Poly campus ranches, it sits beside Stenner Creek and California 
Highway 1.
The attempted avocado theft is just one in a string of similar thefts 
that occurred in Southern California in the past few years.
see Avocado, page 3
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Panel
continued from page I
“Wc haw people who stood out 
in the snow for two hours in New 
Hampshire to see Obama speak at 
a rally,” said Davey IX, who spent a 
considerable amount of time on the 
campaign trail early in the year.
“I had a homeless man in South 
C'arolina telling me he found inspi­
ration m a black candidate because 
they shared the same skin color.” 
edemente retorted, “Yes, but 
people can find false hope in such 
orticials a la C'ondoleezza Rice and 
CaiIiii Powell, who sat in front of 
the U.N. and gave a speech that he 
knew was full of shit.”
‘Till not trying to hate; I’m 
trying to think critically and not 
let our generation be another one 
which has gotten duped.”
The debate touched on a vari­
ety ot topics regarding socioeco­
nomic situations in America and 
the inherent constraints that such 
an environment places on aspiring 
minorities.
Issues ranged from the prison 
industrial complex to how U.S. 
politics make even potentially 
groundbreaking candidates such as 
Barack Obama adhere to a certain 
mold.
1 he late arrival ofShamako No­
ble, the president and co-founder 
of the Nip Hop C'ongress (a non­
profit organization aimed at insti­
gating socioeconomic and political 
change on local, regional, and na­
tional levels), gracefully steered the 
conversation back to how hip-hop
has an immense potential to atfect 
both politics and society.
Beginning with his “Hippie 
Rap,” Noble took his own spin 
on a common theme in Barack 
Obama’s speeches by noting, “It’s 
not that all Republic'ans are bad 
people, but maybe that they just 
have bad ideas.”
“Love can be a dirty, ugly, pain­
ful thing, but It can also motivate 
people to put their lives and as­
sets on the line for a movement or 
cause; hope is what motivates our 
psilitical activity and causes us to 
inform and be informed.”
I )rawing an analogy between the 
love that came to define the great 
political movements of the 1960s, 
Noble reiterated that the new­
found love that hip-hop as a move­
ment has forged between young 
people of all backgrounds needs to 
serve as a catalyst for change in all 
social arenas.
“ I’ve found a lot of white kids 
out there who are doing anti-racist 
things, and it’s because hip-hop 
gave them a cause to fight for,” 
(demente said.
After fielding questions from 
the audience, the panel took a mo­
ment to give a few lasting quotes 
encapsulating the forum’s over­
all message that were pertinent to 
the vast array of topics the forum 
touched on.
“ I come from the ethos that you 
can make a dollar out of 1 .S cents, 
and hip-hop makes a lot of that 
possible,” l).ivey IX said.
Noble echoed such sentiments: 
“Just remember that this is a crazy 
planet, and everything is possible.”
Mural
continued from page I
out, using boards of the same size and matching col­
ors, Thornburg emphasized.
“ It was really cool seeing it come together,” 
Thornburg said of the venture initiated by archi­
tecture senior Vi Tran, now studying abroad. “We 
started with just the blank pieces of plywood, but 
the more it came together, it looked a lot better 
than the one up right now.”
She added that exterior paint was used in order 
to make the mural, which is actually an abstract of 
the Cal Poly seal erected in 1973, more sun-and- 
rain-proof.
Alpha Rho Chi was fully supportive of postpon­
ing the installation of the updated work,Thornburg 
said, because of the risk of it being damaged during 
the UU upgrade.
Swansen, born in Oregon in 1916, was raised in 
Pasadena before earning his Bachelor of Architec­
ture degree at USC, where he became a member of 
Alpha Rho Chi, a chapter of which he was integral 
in starting and advising at (kil Poly years later.
He served as the president of the Santa Barbara 
Art Association and as the Santa Barbara Museum 
of Art curator of education from 1961 to 1971. He 
also acquired a master’s degree in art from the Uni­
versity of Strathclyde, Scotland in 197.3.
Following stints as an instructor at Santa Bar­
bara Chty College and Westmont (College, Swansen 
began teaching architecture and watercolor at ('al 
Poly, and in I9S7 was bestowed the faculty merit 
award from the ('AEIX
For Thornburg, in her first active year with the 
fraternity, dignifying Swansen made the mural revi­
sion memorable and worthwhile.
“One of the things that interested me m pledging 
wasVern Swansen,” she said. “ I feel honored work­
ing on this, something that everyone can see every 
day. He wanted the best for his students.”
Vern Swans­
en, late 
professor 
and Alpha 
Rho Chi 
adviser, has 
a lasting 
impact on 
the Cal Poly 
campus as 
his art has 
been pre­
served over 
the years.
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12th ANNUAL SALON LUX
HIGHLIGHT-A-THON
Clean water is a basic human right. 
We’ve got a great way for you to 
help out and get yourself ready 
for summer at the same time. 
Join us on Earth Day for the 
12th Annual Salon Lux Hlghlight- 
a-Thon. Only $55 ($85 value) and 
all proceeds go d irectly  to 
the Surfrider Foundation. All 
services first come, first served. 
No appointm ents necessary.
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New assembly bill seeks to give
gul;
Rachel Gross
DAIIY ( M IH )K N IA N  ( u i  -Hl kKI I I Y)
A local nicMubcr of the California State Assembly 
has authored a state bill that would enable cities in 
C^ilifornia to impose their own handgun laws.
riie bill, authored by ('alifornia Assemblyniember 
Loni 1 lancock, 1 )-lierkeley, seeks to address the high 
rates of violence in East Bay cities by allowing those 
cities to create their own handgun bans and other 
laws that restrict guns.
“We're concerned with high gun violence in 
Oakland. Berkeley and Richmond.” said Armando 
Viramontes, Hancock’s legislative aide.
“Lower governments are on the front line in deal­
ing with gun violence. Because they are being af­
fected, they ha\T the right to make those choices.”
State law currently prevents localities from draft­
ing their own gun laws.
Viramontes said Hancock’s bill would remove the 
state laws and allow cities to take legislative action 
against high crime rates. Advertisement
Berkeley (dty C'ouncilmember Darryl Moore said 
he strongly supports the bill because it addresses the 
spike in violence in the Bay Area. He said he plans to 
write a resolution urging the rest of the council to 
back it as well.
“We have too many guns on our streets, and it this 
gives local municipalities a tool to ban handguns and 
get them off the streets, then I am in support of it,” 
Moore said.
However, not all East liay residents believe a bill 
allowing gun bans would reverse the trend of gun 
violence.
“ It would be a catastrophe for anyone who thinks 
they have any rights at all to defend themselves in 
their own homes or businesses,” said Robert Weaver, 
.S2, the owner of the Old West Ciun ILoom m El Cer­
rito.
Berkeley Mayor Tom Bates, who is married to 
Hancock, acknowledged the massive opposition fac­
ing the bill, but said it remains important because it
creates constructise dialogue about the current epi­
demic of gun violence.
“ It’s a great idea that needs to be put on the table 
to provoke discussion aiul debate,” Bates said.
“ (We will) see if it does happen this year, but if it 
doesn’t, we need to keep after it, because the alterna­
tive is to keep seeing people kill each other unneces­
sarily.”
According to Viramontes, the bill was tabled dur­
ing Tuesday’s committee hearing in the interests ot 
waiting for the United States Supreme C'ourt to rule 
on a case involving a similar ban on handguns in 
Washington. D.CL T he case may be reconsidered ne.\t 
week.
The I leller case, as the Supreme Court case is 
called, highlights issues about the legality of gun laws 
and the scope of the Second Amendment. The Su­
preme Court is expected to rule on the case by the 
end of June.
However,Viramontes believes that the Heller case 
will not affect the passage of Hancock’s bill because 
Washington, D.C.. is neither a city nor a state.
A similar case that may affect the bill is the C'ali- 
fornia Superior C'ourt ruling that overturned San 
Francisco’s city wide ban on handguns in 2006.
According to Viramontes, the ban passed in San 
Francisco with overwhelming support and was also a 
reaction to high gun violence.
lint the San Francisco gun ban was struck down 
because it violated state laws.The current bill aims to 
alter the state law, which could create the potential 
for local control that does not violate state law.
If the bill passes, Viramontes said, cities like C^ak- 
land and Richmond will likely modify their standards 
for gun control. He added that the bill could serve 
as an example of how cities can deal with gun vio­
lence.
“California is one of the leading states in gun con­
trol legislation, so yes, I think this bill could be model 
legislation that other states would look into to ad­
dress the gun violence problem,”Viramontes said.
Avocado
continued from page I
Avocado prices can reach $1.30 
a pound, or about two avocados, 
according to the University of 
C'alifornia Ciiannini Foundation 
of Agricultura Economics.
The price has been atTected by 
consumer demand as well as sev­
eral setbacks, including a 30-per­
cent water cut by otTicials from the 
Sacramento River Delta; the San 
Diego (Tninty wildfires, which 
caused an estimated $25 million 
in damage to avocados, according 
to the county farm bureau; and a 
January freeze that cut California’s 
avocado production from 237 mil­
lion pounds to 550 million pounds 
last year, said the California Avo­
cado C'ominission.
mustangdaily.net
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SKYDIVE T A F T
Over 20 years experience
Excellent safety record
State of the art equipment
Personalized video of your skydive $90
Open 7 days a week, year round (weather permitting)
‘ Tandem and Accelerated Free Fall available 
B8Q, bunkhouse. camping & showers on site
Tandem  d isco u n t ra tes  fo r s tudents , 
birthdays, m ilitary , fire  a n d  po lice . $140 .00
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500 Airport Road
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Briefs
State
SACRAMENTO (AP) — A bill requiring paid 
suk leave tor C'alitornia workers was approved by a 
state Assembly eoiiiniittee.
T he measure by Assemblywoman Fiona Ma 
cleared the Labor and Employment C!omnhttee on 
Wednesday with a b-2 vote.
It would enable workers to qualify for up to nine 
days of paid sick leave a year. Employers with fewer 
than 10 employees would have to provide up to five 
days annually.
• • •
WASHINGTON (AP) — The pilot who 
steered a freighter into the San Francisco-Oakland 
Bay Bridge last Fill, causing a huge oil spill, had a 
drunken driving conviction and a history of alcohol 
abuse and took numerous prescription drugs that 
could have impaired his judgment that day, federal 
investigators said Wednesday.
C'apt.John (Aita had regularly received waivers 
allowing him to keep his federal mariner’s license 
despite a long list of illnesses including glaucoma, 
depression, kidney stones, migraines, pancreatitis and, 
most recently, sleep apnea, according to testimony at 
a National Transportation Safety Board hearing.
National
SAN ANGELO, Texas (AP) — Lawyers for 
a polygamist sect subject of a massive child-abuse 
investigation argued in court Wednesday that 
although its members’ multiple marriages and 
cloistered ways may be unusual, they have a right 
to their faith and privacy.
Gerry (ioldstein, a San Antonio lawyer repre­
senting the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints, also told a judge that the 
search of the temple in the sect’s West Texas com­
pound is analagous to a law’ enforcement search ot
the Vatican or other holy places.
• • •
NEW YORK (AP) — According to animal 
shelter officials, big, black dogs have more trouble 
finding a happy home than do other dogs. Some 
shelters even have a name for it: “Big black dog 
syndrome.”
Nobody tracks the problem nationally, and 
local shelters often keep only limited data on 
the sizes, breeds and colors of the dogs that are 
adopted or put down, according to the Humane 
Society and the American Society for the Preven­
tion of O ueltv  to Animals.
Spice it up with new menu items at Veranda
Veranda Cafe is already one 
of your favorite eateries on 
campus... and it has just been 
made better with the addition of 
several new items in many 
sections of the menu.
If you love burritos, be .sure 
to try the two new creations: the 
Baja, a classie burrito with 
beans, rice, cheese, lettuce and 
your choiee of meat; and the 
Cancún, with black beans, 
eilaniro rice, Monterey Jack 
cheese and lettuce... you can 
even order it Vegan-style!
The Southwest Chicken 
Caesar salad puts a south-of- 
th e -b o rd e r tw ist on the 
traditional Caesar.
If you’re feeling fishy, give 
the fried fish tacos a shot. Each 
order includes two soft tlsh tacos
with shredded cabbage, pico de 
gallo and crema de baja.
Two new soups add zest to the 
menu, including Sopa de Lima, a 
chicken tortilla soup with lime, 
and the chicken and pork Pozole
with hominy and fresh cabbage. 
Don’t forget to add toppings from 
the salsa bar to your soup!
Finally, to top off your meal, 
pick up a slice of Tres Lcche 
cheesecake or a chile chtKroIate 
brownie.
Don’t be sad that all of the old 
items aren’t on the menu. You can
still find the chicken or beef 
quesadillas, nachos with beans 
or your choice of meat, and the 
popular taco salad!
The Taco Combo is also new'; 
an order includes two soft or 
hard tacos with lettuce, cheese, 
pico de gallo and your choice 
of meat, as well as beans and 
rice on the side.
Also, don’t forget about Taco 
Tuesday, when you can get a 
free fountain beverage with the 
purchase of a Taco Combo.
For those unfamiliar with 
Veranda Cafe, it is located up 
the stairs across from the Rec 
Center. It is open for lunch 
Monday through Friday from 
11:30 to 2:00 p.m., and for 
dinner from 5-7 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday.
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Travelers wait in line at the Pordand International Airport in Pordand, 
Ore. after American Airlines cancelled more than 1,000 flights Wednesday.
American Airlines cancels 
more than 1,000 flights
Wy  ^y ^
Si“
David Koenig
ASSIXIATHD 1'KF.SS
Business trips and vacations were 
disrupted for tens of thousands ot 
travelers Wednesday as American 
Airlines canceled more than 1,0(K) 
flights — nearly half its schedule — 
to fix faulty wiring that could cause 
a short-circuit or even a fire and ex­
plosion.
The airline said it expected to 
cancel ‘^ 00 more flights for today.
It was the latest — and largest — 
in a w.ive of cancellations at major 
U.S. airlines that have caused long 
lines at ticket counters and made fly­
ing even more stressful than usual.
Executives at American said safet\' 
was never compromised, and they 
suggested the nation’s biggest airline 
was the victim of suddenly stepped- 
up scrutiny by federal regulators.
American estimated that more 
than 1U0,(KK) travelers were booked 
on Wednesday’s 1,094 canceled 
flights. Many had to scramble to 
book new flights and were stranded 
at hotels far from home.
The airline had already scrubbed 
4f)0 flights on Tuesday after federal 
inspectors found pmblems with wir­
ing work di>ne two weeks ago, dur­
ing the first set of shutdowns.
A top e.xecutive said the cancella­
tions would be a “significant” cost to 
American, and shares of parent AMR 
C\)rp. fell^  11.1 percent, down $1.1 .S 
to $9.17.’
The issue stems from an order that 
the Federal Aviation Administratitin 
g.ive airlines in September 2(M)t) —
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and gave airlines until last month to 
meet — about the bundling of wires 
in the backup power system for the 
fuel pump of the MD-8() airplanes. 
The fear is that improperly bundled 
wires could rub, leading to an electri­
cal short or even fire. However, no 
serious incidents have been blamed 
on the bundles, the FAA said.
American officials thought they 
had fi.xed the problem last month. 
But this week, FAA inspectors found 
problems with the work done on 
more than a dozen planes. American 
said it had no choice but to ground 
all 3( K) of its M1 )-8( Is to deal with 
the wiring bundles.
American operates about 2,200 
daily flights, more than one-third 
with Ml)-80s. Nearly half the can­
cellations were concentrated at two 
airports, in I )allas and Chicago.
At New York’s LaCiuardia Airport 
on Wednesday, hundreds of passen­
gers stood in check-in lines or milled 
about, using cell phones to get up­
dates on their flights. The airline of­
fered free doughnuts, coffee and or­
ange juice, hut tliere were few takers.
“They should he able to predict 
these kinds of things,” said Laura 
(ioodman, whose flight home to 
1 )allas was canceled. She said would 
miss an important meeting because 
the airline couldn’t rehook her until 
Thursday.
American’s cancellations came af­
ter similar delays at Southwest, 1 )elta 
and United. Last week, hundreds of 
tr.ivelers were marooned when Aloha 
Airlines and ATA Airlines shut dtiwii 
and filed for bankruptcy protection.
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H ip H op Congress unites, enlightens and entertains
Donovan Aird
MUSTANG DAILY
Hip-hop may seem like just spoken words with a beat, 
but it goes far beyond that, if you ask the Cal Poly chapter 
of Hip Hop C'ongress.
Not only does it strive to cultivate the original four ele­
ments of hip-hop — breakdancing, graffiti artistry, deejay- 
ing and, of course, emceeing — but it also seeks to break 
down misperceptions and unite people.
“San Luis Obispo’s kind of like a petri dish,” said graphic 
communications junior Rachel Cdierny, president of the 
Cal Poly chapter.“ It exists in its own little bubble.”
Such isolation, Cherny said, can lead to a narrow-mind­
ed understanding the HHC tries to undo.
“People don’t understand what hip-hop is; they think it’s 
all what’s on the radio, or about dealing drugs or prostitu­
tion or whatever,” she explained. “But it began as a way 
to start social change and break through boundaries in the 
community. People can tend to hate what they think is hip- 
hop, or they hate hip-hop because they don’t understand 
it.”
Eradicating the erroneous notion of hip-hop as merely 
music is key to the chapter’s goals, according to manufac­
turing engineering sophomore Jonathan Villeda, a Los An­
geles native.
“We’re trying to get hip-hop culture here at C'al Poly 
since not too many people know about it besides the mu­
sic,” he said, emphasizing all four elements working in uni­
son.
Breakdancing happens to be especially well-represented 
at C'al Poly. Its Secret Service O ew  boasts 15 to 20 per­
formers who practice three times a week in order to pre­
pare for various community events, Cdierny said.
She added that many chapters come to be renowned 
for a given element, and those interested usually join those 
chapters accordingly.
“We’re primarily breakdancing with a few deejays, some 
who deal mostly with artwork and 
then some who just have a
love for hip hop in general,” Cffierny said. “We are some­
what lacking on emcees because there aren’t really many 
rappers who go to C'al Poly.”
Important to the chapter’s success in illuminating the 
lesser-known aspects of hip-hop, Villeda said, is its ongoing 
search for venues to host shows.
At regular meetings, he said, members discuss possible 
places in the area that would be well-suited for concerts or 
events and try to pinpoint artists coming through not just 
San Luis C^bispo, but C^alifornia at large, and then make a 
calendar detailing such opportunities.
“That way, if people are into a particular artist, it’s easier 
to check it out,” he said.
Aside from art’s sake, the communicative potential in­
herent to hip-hop, which the chapter stresses, is often un­
derappreciated, opined executive director of housing and 
residential life Preston Allen, the advisor.
“ It’s a great opportunity to bring everyone together un­
der the umbrella of music,” Allen said. “And it’s exciting 
to watch because there’s such an increasing dialogue be­
tween diverse groups of people — 
yet they’re sharing the diversity 
of their experiences as well. It’s a 
movement of communication — 
just as powerful as the Internet.”
At present, the chapter is trying 
to arrange for O ow n Chty Rock­
ers, a group known for its eclecticism 
and liveliness, to return to C'al Poly in 
late April or early May. It also intends to 
assemble a collective assortment of Bay Area * *
acts that could take the stage at a locale such as ' 
Downtown Brewing Co.
For fundraising, the chapter has started a first-of- 
its-kind T-shirt initiative pertaining to the HHC as a 
whole.The endeavor features a design initially devised 
to fit C'al Poly but is flexibly applicable to all chapters.
Headquartered in San Jose, Hip Hop C'ongiess was 
a merge of two associations under the same name by 
Shamako Noble, Ron Clubitz, Jordan 
Bromley and Reali Robinson 
in 2000. According to its 
offiicial Web site, HHC 
has developed more 
than 50 chapters in 
communities, high 
schools and colleges 
across the nation.
At C'al Poly, it 
originally began as 
the S.U.B. (Students 
United By Hip- 
Hop) C'ulture
Club, founded by Brian McMullen, Brenton Smith and 
Matt Johnson.
In late 2007, co-president Jennifer Rosenberg (now 
studying abroad in Thailand) spearheaded the club becom­
ing a chapter of the widely influential, international, non­
profit organization.
“ Its whole point is to use hip hop culture to inspire ac­
tion and creativity,” said Cffierny, who joined last year.
While meetings are formal and involve much “planning 
and brainstorming,” Cffierny said, new members shouldn’t 
have difficulty blending in, and anyone can relate to some 
routines.
“One of the things we w^ ant everyone to do is to bring 
in new artists, or old artists you just started to really enjoy,” 
said Cherny, a Chicagoan. “A lot of us are from different 
places — from Alaska to all over C'aliforma, there are tons of 
regional people. Our favorite part is to use our love
of hip hop to other.”
The full con­
gress meets once 
a week at 6 p.m. 
W ednesdays 
in Building 
5, room
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Student Representatives Wanted
for 2008-09
Cal Poly 
Corporation  
Board o f Directors
Cal Poly
Housing Corporation  
Board o f Directors
Cal Poly 
Foundation  
Board o f Directors
u.--;' Poly Colporalion manages 
the Et Corral Bookstore anO 
Cameos Dn\mg >na administers 
Cal Poly s endowments 
agriciiltdial enterprises and 
sponsoro ! research
Cal Poly Housing 
Corporation assists Cal Poly 
with faculty and staff 
rocruitrnont and retention by 
planning, developing and 
operating housing programs
Cal Poly Foundation is 'ompnsed 
of successful Cal Poly alurnni and 
friends and promotes and 
generates private support to riuild 
and maintain the polytechnic 
model and manages Cal Poly s 
endowment and other private 
gifts
Applications a re  now  ava ilab le  in the  
A S I S tu d en t G o vern m en t O ffice, 
University U nion R oom  202
Applications are due 
April 11, 2008 before 5 p.m.
SESSIONS
1
2
3
June 19-July 25 (5 weeks)
July 28-September 3 (5 weeks)
Three-week sessions begin June 16
One year of general chemistry, organic
chemistry, or physics in nine weeks
Class schedule available online now
www.scu.edu/cas/summer
O
>
1 •'« 
Santa Clara 
University
scusummer@scu.edu 408.554.4833
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“How do you feel 
about hip-hop?”
( 'o m p i lc d  .ind  p h o to g ra p lic d  by 1 )iis riii S to n e
“ I like hip-hop a lot. I think 
it’s fun to listen to because 
it’s upbeat and diverse.”
—  Rebecca Kanègawa, 
civil engineering senior
■| love hip-hop! Tupac is 
the best. They need to play 
more of it around campus. 
Hip-hop is not dead, it’s just 
not here."
—  Miguel Ramos, 
political science junior
"Hip-hop is cool, but 
there’s not enough of it 
down here.”
?
?
7
—  Devin Alcantra, 
forestry senior
?
VÉ
7
p
?
7•D
?
"I used to listen to it a lot 
when I was younger, but now 
that I’m in college, my musi­
cal tastes have expanded.
I can’t really relate to a lot 
of the mainstream stuff 
anymore."
—  Arie Stone, 
mechanical engineering 
senior
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Navigating CyberOpinion.
For some, “blog” can be a four-letter- 
word (OK, it’s a four-letter word for ev­
eryone). The anti-bloggers wonder, “Why 
do people need to subject the rest of the 
world to their ‘profound’ insights regard­
ing the universe when they could just get
a roommate or a shrink like the rest of us?” 
Touché, blog naysayer, but not everyone has 
the privilege of having their “profound” 
insights published weekly in their college 
newspaper (wink).
According to Webster’s Dictionary, a 
“blog” is “a Web site that contains an online 
personal journal with reflections, comments 
and hyperlinks.” Provided one has access to 
a computer (and the frontal lobe of their 
brain), anyone can blog. C'onsidering the 
endless space for personal ramblings avail­
able on the Internet, is it such a good thing 
that people can just vomit their opinions all 
over cyberspace? I say: yes and no. Since 1 
go to Cad Poly, and 1 primarily learn by </<)- 
ini’, I will share my first blog, examining tlie 
advantages and abuses of writing one;
D e ar Blog (is this thing on?).
Wow, I c a n ’t  b e liev e  how  fa s t  th is  
q u a r te r  is  going! I t  se e m s lik e  j u s t
y e s te rd a y  I w as m oving  in to  th e  
d o rm s a n d  ly ing  a b o u t m y  age (True, 
but perhaps incriminating information; 
ctinsider revising). I am  v e ry  h a p p y  
w ith  m y  g ra d e s  la s t  q u a rte r , a s  I 
go t y e t  a n o th e r  4 .0 , w h ich  m akes 
m e on  th e  D ean’s L ist for th e  e ig h th  
co n secu tiv e  q u a r te r  (Total bullshit; may 
compromise credibility). B u t ev en  th o u g h  
I am  so successfu l a n d  ta le n te d  (insert 
humility here), I Still c a n ’t  seem  to  find 
m y k ey s  o r  a  boy friend  ;( (Reminder: 
take blog link otf Facebook). B u t th in g s  
a re  look ing  u p  b ecau se  th a t  guy  in  
m y  m a th  c la ss  is p re t ty  cu te  ;) (Use 
emoticons sparingly^. A nyw ay, I w as jUSt 
popp ing  in  to  sa y  hello  a n d  n o te  th e  
w onderfu lly  p le a sa n t w e a th e r  we a re  
h av in g  latelj'^ ( lotally boring; expunge 
completely).
Love,
A llison
P.S. I h a te  sp id e rs  (Poor use of opinion; 
next time, care about something that matters).
While it is all too easy to write a blog 
that just isn’t very good, I have a few point­
ers for you who, like myself, are just getting 
used to the idea:
1. Don’t forget that people might — God 
forbid — actually read your blog. Don’t get 
too personal if it’s a public blog.
2. Be honest. Don’t lie.
3. Be accurate (libel suits are easy because 
Exhibit A is nicely packaged).
4. Stay aw.iy from incriminating informa­
tion (again u ith the Exhibit A).
.3.Say what’s on your mind — democracy 
demands it (and so do your readers).
1 lappy blogging!
.■il/ison liiiker is an ¡ui'^ lish senior, .\Insiam’ 
Daily columnist and pop-enitnrc cnilinsiasi with 
a love ol internet self-proinotion.
c 9 :
Eivry tivek, KCPR, San Luis Obispo, 9i.3  FM, adds a selection 
of the new and latest music to its ewr-i^rowiit}* lihrar)'. Below are 
Jitv of those **adds'*to the station this week. You can hear this 
music showcased on New Releases, which airs Mondays from 10 
a.m. until noon or on any of the rej^ular format shows. If you'd 
like to tr)f your hand at spinning these albums and countless 
others on your i>ery own radio show, KCPR is accepting applica­
tions through Friday. Pick one up in Bldg 26, room .Wl.
\
W itch  — “ P a ra ly z e d ” ( lee Pee)
Pure and simple psy chedelic stoiier rock — luitlinig more 
and nothing less.
B elu ry  Poly —  “ T h e  W illow s” (Chest Hex)
T hese meditative, library nuisic-hased stings evoke H-nio\ ie 
and sci-fi imagery that transcends camp.
' R ich a rd  Sw ift —  “ O n a sis”  (.Secretly Cattadiatt)
Is it a double EP, double I P or just an album? It doesn't 
; matter, w hat’s im portant is that these ’.SUs-era rock jangles 
will encourage you take otVyour shoes, pop open an 
budweiser and do the twist, no m atter what the situation.
Ilyas A m ed  —  “ T h e  V ertigo  O f  D a w n ”  (Tiiite - Lig) 
j CTild, warm, fuzz-drenched psych folk moves beyond 
Americana to encompass a rich variety o f musical tradititms.
M ans H ans — “ s / t ”  (S/K)
Indie pop, disstinance and texture make this album enjoy.iblc 
for e\er\-one. Seritnisly. you w ill tinly here this on K ('P K , 
anil it'yi'ii hc.ir it elsewhere, you are probably really cool.
Paul (hwiheit attd Brian ('assidy are K C P R ’s niiisie directors.
SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE! CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS!
Northeast Penns)^lvania. If you love children and want a caring, fun environment, 
we need Counselors and Instructors for our summer camp.
W e will be on the Cal Poly campus February 18th to  conduct interviews. 
Call I -2 15-944-3069 or apply at www.campwaynegjrls.com
Select The Camp That Selects The Best Staff!
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participants in the coverir>gs photo booth project receive a coupon for 30*/. off cmy item ot Coverings.
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Beyond the sidewalk
Civic Ballet o f  SLO presents two disparate but oh-so-quirky ballets
Classical and 
contemporary chore­
ography will converge 
Sunday as the Civic 
Ballet of San Luis Obispo 
presents Shakespeare’s “A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream” 
and “Sidewalk Stories,” a work 
adapted from Shel Silverstein’s 
infamous book of poetry.
COURTKSY PHOTO
Rachel Glas
mustang daily
There will be 
something for every­
one this Sunday at the 
PerformingArts C'enter, 
where the Civic Ballet 
of San Luis Obispo will 
perform two very differ­
ent ballets: one classical, 
one contemporary.
The local company will 
first perform a ballet based 
on William Shakespeare’s clas­
sic comedy of errors “A Mid­
summer Night’s Dream.” The 
ballet will be performed in a 
traditional style, with origi­
nal choreography from ar­
AmNTioN Cal Poly
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tistic director Drew Silvaggio and 
company member Jackie Lee.
“ It’s all about paving our own 
way,” Silvaggio said. “Everything is 
new. It’ll be fun, full of both slap­
stick (comedy) and melodrama.”
The second act, “Sidewalk Sto­
ries,” is Silvaggio’s original adapta­
tion from Shel Silverstein’s book 
of poetry “Where the Sidewalk 
Ends.” The piece features original
choreography by Silvaggio and 
tells the story of a family whose 
lives resemble different poems 
from Silverstein’s book.
According to Silvaggio, the 
choreography is modern and high- 
energy, “like looking at a picture 
book,” he said.
The contemporary choreogra­
phy is supplemented by contem­
porary music. Etta James, Nat King
Cole, DeVotchKa and even Queen 
are all featured in the selection.
“There’s definitely a wide va­
riety of music (to keep) the audi­
ence interested,” Silvaggio said.
Chvic Ballet of San Luis CTbispo 
has a long history m the cbm- 
munity. Founded 30 years ago by 
Silvaggio’s mother, Lori Silvaggio,
see Ballet, page 10
cStenner Qlen
“Student living at its finest"
www.steiinerglen.com
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Stair Steps to the Gods
Building the Great Pyramid at Giza
Craig B. Smith
Thursday, April 10
11:10-12:45 Lecture 
12:45 - 1:15 Reception and Book Signing
Performing Art Center Pavilion
World-renown expert Craig Smith will present an illustrated lecture on the design 
and construction of the 4,5(K) year old Great Pyramid
Refreshments • Admission Free
*■  ^ r'W
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Bakersfield College
MPl
to BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE 
for an extra course, 
general education or just 
to have FUN!
Summer and Fall 2008 
enrollment starts May 8th, 
so check out available 
classes ONLINE!
Bakaraliald
coLueae
Ballet
continued from page 9
the company has been performing ever since.
Their “The Nutcracker” ballet, performed near Christmas annually at 
the PAC, has become a staple holiday custom for many local community 
members.
“We perform ‘The Nutcracker’every year; it’s a tradition,” said Cathie 
Brown, marketing programs director for the company.
The company is comprised of a wide variety of dancers, young and 
old, experienced and trainees. Some have other full-time jobs, but all 
have been trained professionally. Brown said.
Silvaggio also has a long history with the company. After growing 
up in San Luis Obispo, he left to pursue a musical theatre degree at 
the University of the Arts in Philadelphia. Upon graduation, Silvaggio 
performed for several different organizations, including the Barrymore 
Awards (Philadelphia’s equivalent to the Tony Awards) as well as the 
Philadelphia Fringe Festival. He also toured China, Spain and Cuba with 
the San Luis Obispo Jazz Dancers.
After an injury, Silvaggio returned to the Civic Ballet of San Luis 
Obispo, where he currently works as the artistic director, as well as 
teacher and choreographer. Silvaggio will also dance in the upcoming 
performance.
“ It’ll be a great time. A dance needs to do something for the audience, 
provoke them, make them question life. If 1 can make an audience do 
that, that’s how 1 know a show is successful,” he said.
Performances are Sunday at 2 p.m. and 6 p.m. Tickets can be pur­
chased at the PAC ticket office or by phone at 756-2787.
^^ B^ ^^ B^ ^^ B^ ^^ B^ ^^ B^ i ^^ B^
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Downtown Centre Cinema
Leatherheads 2:15, 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
Nim’s Island 2:30, 4:45, 7:00 9:15
The Counterfeiters 1:45, 4:15, 6:45, 9:15
Superhero Movie 3:00, 5:15, 7:45, 10:15
Miss Pettigrew Lives For A Day 2:30, 5:00, 7:10, 9:30
Drillbit Taylor 2:00, 4:30, 7:15, 9:45
Dr. Seuss’ Horton Hears a Who! 1:45, 3:45, 6:00, 8:00, 10:00
Fremont Theatre
21 2:25,4:55, 7:30, 10:05 
The Ruins 2:30, :44, 9:40 
Married Life 2:20, 4:40, 7:00, 9:30 
Run Fatboy Run 2:45, 5:10, 7:45,10:10
Palm Theatre
Caramel 4:15, 7:00, 9:15 
In Bruges 4:15, 7:00, 9:15 
Paranoid Park 4:15, 7:00, 9:15
Sunset Drive-In
Nim’s Island 7:45
Dr. §euss’ Horton Hears a Who! 9:30
/
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T a k e  rt w rth  
^ o u  w h e re v e r  
ijo u  g o  in  SL O .
Last Ditch Effort by John Kroes
Pop Culture Shock Therapy by Doug Bratton
popculturecomics com O Doug Bratton 2008
C>2006 John  Krc««
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Girls & Sports by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
MARSHALL LAUNCHES A BLOfi 
TO SET AN NBA COACH FIRED
OnifilOSH! THE COACH'S 
LAWYER SENT ME A 
THREATENING E-MAlLî
WHAT DOES 
IT SAY?
^  "DO m  HAVE SUCH A ^  
nEAMINGlESS EXISTENCE 
AND PATHETIC LIFE THAT 
YOU'D SPEND THE W E  TO 
k^EEATE THIS NEBSITE?^
^  'SHOULD YOU CROSS ^  
THE LINE, I  LULL SUE 
.YOU INTO BANKRUPTCY"
W -h  r-7-----------------
^iTwyw
YIRES. THATS 
PRETT7 MEAN
V V Y M fY V i
m JahT i t s  nothing
COMPARED TO WHAT 
MY EX-GIRLFRIEND 
USED TO E-MAIL ME
7V71 ^vvvvvvwvv
\ i . . .------ : 4ie ô
\
S Ik  $sc\ v ijork Sintcs
‘^ Crossword Edited by Will Shoilz No. 0228
Across
1 Sari, e.g.
5 Gloomy
9 Place for an 
emoticon
14 Life of Riley
15 Asian princess
16 Dodger All-Star 
pitcher Eric
17 Some
18 Deuce follower
19 Begin operating 
or stop operating
20 Confirmation or 
uncertainty
23 Fathomed
24 Stadium sound
25 Some Grammy 
winners
27 Belief in a life of 
harmony with 
nature
30 Unchanged or 
novel
34 Kobold
35 Repeated setting 
for Georges 
Seurat paintings
37 Discussion spots
38 Words of praise 
or words of 
condemnation
42 TV’s Kojak
43 Respectful 
refusal
44 Pen's partner
45 Approve or 
penalize
48 Willie Mays and 
teammates
50 Deborah 
nominated for 
SIX Academy 
Awards
51 Accord
52 It's definite
55 Easy to see or 
impossible to 
see
60 Entangle or 
disentangle
62 Minimal tide
63 E.R. part: Abbr.
64 Comedic title 
role for Renée 
Zellweger, 2000
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
0 E B T s
1 L L A T
s K E 0 A
S A M
M
0 Y
w 0
W
L 0
5 .Ü
M
£  JD 
D JL 
A V
M
A S K T 0
s T E A D
T R 1 B E
R 1 T 0 S
0 K E R S
E L S A
M
M
M
M
65 Univ.
66 California’s 
Valley
67 Chaotic
68 Olaf's girlfriend 
in Lemony 
Snicket books
69 Sporty car roof 
option
Down
1 Last under use 
or erode under 
use
2 “Hurlyburly" 
playwright David
3 "No returns”
4 “Great" czar
5 Grounds for 
legal action
6 Gary Burghoff 
role of TV and 
film
7 L., B. or J.
8 Revealing 
garment
9 It might be 
spiked
10 Jiang's husband
11 Like kids at a 
circus, maybe
12 Dope
13 Remaining or 
gone
21 Martini’s partner
22 Paris accord
26 Sort through
27 Fair housing?
28 Welcome to 
paradise?
29 Commonly
3 0  _______ ring
31 Away from the 
office
32 Don't exist
33 Shenanigans
15
|19
b’. 61
6'
J
13
|51
3? 13
|6b
Puzzi« by Matt Ginsberg
36 “No nation is 
permitted to live
in ___ with
impunity”:
Jefferson
39 Equine ankle
40 Gotham
41 D r.___ Hahn of
“Grey's
Anatomy”
46 Twinings 
competitor
47 Non-std.
49 Sitting
51 “O, sing to the 
Lord a new 
song." for one
52 Add to or 
remove from
53 Fabled slacker
54 12/24 and ia'31
56 Converts to a 
cause, briefly
57 Broadcast
58 Fictional 
submariner
59 Move gracefully 
or move clumsily
61 Nav. rank
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS  
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000  
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year). 
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
Tarzan\s remains became a controversial 
evolutionär)' find.
5uI do Iku
©  Puzzles by Pappocom
Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box 
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
M ED IU M #26
Solution, tips, and computer program at www.sudoku.com
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Vote in  today s poll a. ¿ettei. to tht. teUtoi,
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Take a tour of the i»iewsrooiii
z
C L U B
$1CnoPKU||i* {^‘11301 
i  -
«nd urgt.flknec hoon
. FREE Safe Ride Home!
, W e  picl< you up and take you home!
Thursday, Friday and Saturxiay' ^
- . 5'
Z-ride: 8 0 5 .7 0 4 .1 9 0 5
Dance, have fun, and be safe  
For custom ers only.l
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write a lettei
Mustang Daily reserves the right 
to  edit letters for grammar profanities 
and length. Letters, commentanes and 
cartoons do not represent the views of 
the Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 
250 words. Letters should include the 
writer's full name, phone number major 
and class standing. Letters must com e 
from a Cal Poly e-mail account D o  not 
send letters as an attachm ent Please 
send the text in the body o f the e-mail. 
By e-m ail:
mustangdailyopinions@gmail.com 
By mail:
Letters to the Editor 
Building 26, Room  226 
Cal Poly, S LO ,C A  93407
corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in 
publishing a daily newspaper for the Cal 
Fbly campus and the neighboring com ­
munity. W e  appreciate your readership 
and are thankful for your careful reading. 
Rease send your correction suggestions 
tc mustangdaily@ gmail.com.
notices
The Mustang Daily is a “ designated 
public forum." Student editors have full 
authority to make all content decisions 
without censorship o r advance ap­
proval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa­
per; however the removal o f m ore than 
one copy o f the paper per day is sub­
ject to  a cost o f 50 cents per issue.
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Is sm oking good
for yo u ?
Lee Barats: 
YeSf emphysema 
shmemphysema
Ever since you were in elementary school.
The Man has kept you from having a good 
time. He wouldn’t let you gamble, swear 
or punch others. My school district even 
banned Surge cola to keep the kids from 
“feeling the rush.” My point is you’ve been 
told that things are bad from a young age 
and you’ve accepted this as the truth with­
out even questioning it. But look at me today; I’m a potty-mouthed 
hothead with a gambling problem. And 1 couldn’t be happier. That’s 
why you should smoke.
“But Lee,” you might whine in an annoyingly shrill voice, “what 
does smoking have to do with all that?” Think about it, idiot. Ke- 
member Sammy the No-Smoking Snake? That was just The Man in 
a python costume planting propaganda in your ear. His only aim was 
to keep you from enjoying cigarettes, just like he didn’t want you to 
cuss, bet and stab.
“But Lee,” you might bitch,“cigarettes are bad for you. It’s a prov­
en medical tact.” Is that what The Man told you, sheep? People get 
too hung-up on health risks. Isn’t there more to life than your physi­
cal well-being, like feeling good all the time? Cigarettes look cool, 
they’re relaxing, and you get to play with tire. Sounds like a good time 
to me. 1 don’t know how looking cool, relieving stress, and having 
fun would be “bad for you.” Relieving stress is good for your health. 
Also, when my uncle stopped smoking, he immediately gained 10 
pounds.That’s not good for you. Smoking is good for you.
Health benefits aside, smoking comes with even more perks. If you 
pick up smoking, you can gain access to those prestigious “Smoking 
Only” hotel rooms and those cool all-glass rooms in airptirts. And 
here’s a question: ever worked with someone who smokes?
They get to take at least three times as many breaks as ^  
you! Is It fair? No. But is it something you can do, too?
You betcha! You’ll make the same amount and work 
less, but that’s not the only financial benefit of smoking.
Statistics show that smokers are more likely to qualify’ for welfare, 
medical insurance payouts and scratch-off lottery ticket wins. You’d 
be an economic dumbass not to smoke!
Next time people say you your lungs are black, your eyes are 
red and your teeth are yellow, know that they’re probably 
just jealous of how cool and rich you are. Do yourself a 
favor and take up smoking.
by
Lee Barats 
and
Sean Michetti
Sean M ichetti:
NOf surgeon general bless the 
surgeon general
Everyone who grows up to be anyone 
can point to a mentor who helped lead 
them along the treacherous, rocky path that 
is our lives.Teachers, rock gods, movies stars 
and military generals are some of the mod­
els we fashion our lives after.
For me, it’s the surgeon general. I’ve 
always had a fetish for doctors; maybe it’s 
their lab coats. The S.(i. is the god of doc­
tors, thus making him/her my Ciod.
Since 1970, the S.G. has declared that smoking is dangerous to 
your health. However, that message is printed on the side of a ciga­
rette pack, which is seen only AFTER the purchase. So 1 will con­
tinue the S.Ci.’s saintly work and give you three solid reasons — BE­
FORE you buy the pack — that smoking is indeed bad for you.
First, what is a basic and terrifying ingredient in cigarettes? Tar. 
You only have to travel to Los Angeles and visit the La Brea Tir Pits 
to realize tar is a killer. Dinosaurs tried the tar and were literally stuck 
on the stuff. If their massive bodies couldn’t muster the strength to 
climb from the pits, how can you expect your 130-pound body to 
unhook itself from the smothering tar? You won’t be able to.
More importantly, secondhand smoke is terrible for your social 
life. Mr. Lee Barats will lie to your face and try and convince you 
that smoking gives you get access to more e.xclusive places. In real­
ity, smokers are just quarantined in small areas so they can’t harm us. 
Ask yourself this: who else was quarantined like that? E.T. And the 
only friend E.T. had was 10-year old Elliot. If children are the t% pe 
of friends you want, then just join a seminary.
Finally, cigarettes make your teeth look as crummy as a pirate’s. 
Why would you want to look like you’d just raped and pillaged a 
village? The facts are that the opposite sex is attracted to you first by: 
A.Your body, B.Your car, C.Your wedding ring, I).Your intelligence, 
and E.Your smile. How can you actively destroy the fifth-best thing 
about yourself? That would be like Vishnu cutting off one of her
arms!
Don’t smoke. It’s not good for you. The surgeon general says
so. The Marlboro man came out 
/ and said so. If Joe Camel could 
X  speak, he’d even say it’s bad. 
) '■  ^ because he
had a botched la­
ryngectomy.
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Lee liorats is a tiiecluwiciil eti i^- 
tieerinii senior and Sean .\ lichetti is a 
ionrnalisni senior, liarats and .\lichelti 
are .\lustan\; Daily Innnor colninnists 
and can he contacted at 'l'itsforTats@ 
X’lnail.coni.
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A eulogy for the art o f hip-hop
Brian McMullen
ML'SIANC. D.MIY
Hjp-hop is dead. It was a culture unifying 
the art torins of breakdancing, rapping, graf­
fiti and DJing and today, little evidence of its 
original intent and feeling can be found.
What we see labeled as hip-hop today is 
a reflection of that basic culture distorted by 
capitalistic values and a lack of social aware­
ness.To understand this point, you first need 
to understand hip-hop’s roots.
Hip-hop as a musical art form was giv­
en birth in the ’70s by a 1)J named Kool 
Here. He took two turntables and a couple 
of copies of the same record and alternat­
ed between the two, extending the funki­
est part of the song — the “break” — that 
made dancers go crazy. Kool Here hosted 
block parties throughout New York, driving 
people wild with his new sound.
Similar I)Js such as Afrika Uambaata 
began hosting parties, bringing together 
breakdancers and rappers to move large 
crowds. These events were the pinnacle of 
hip-hop culture and were carried out with 
positive intentions. A former gang member, 
Afrika Bambaata saw hip-hop as a means 
by which to express oneself and compete 
without resorting to gang violence. His idea 
was that if you want respect and territory, 
you had better be able to dance, rap, 1)J or 
paint to earn it. If a fight were to break out 
at an Afrika Bambaata show, he would get 
on the microphone and threaten to pack up 
and leave.
Breakdancing got its start when Man­
hattan’s inner-city youths felt themselves 
invisible to the world. Dealing with the 
social and economic pressures that came 
with New York’s Urban Renewal project,
they expressed themselves through aggres­
sive dance moves that could be substitut­
ed for fistfights. lireakdancing crews were 
established, and their reputations on the 
street were determined by how well they 
could embarrass opponents with innovative 
moves. Everyone was given a name that said 
something about his or her unique style.
Rapping came from Jamaican-style toast­
ing, which was basically shout-outs over the 
DJ’s music at a party. When rappers joined 
the hip-hop culture, they each had a unique 
style and character that defined them and 
what the energy their hosted party would be 
like. They were the masters of the ceremony, 
and their job was to keep the party people 
live and hyped with call and response and 
creative rhymes. MC Busy Bee was known 
in the late ’70s and early ’80s for his co­
medic rhymes and his battle aptitude. Back 
then, a rapper’s credibility was determined 
by their lyrical prowess, not their otT-the- 
mic activities.
(iraffiti started in the ’70s as well, and 
saw artists running from cops, painting trains 
and bridges, and fighting those who copied 
their style or ruined their piece. Respect 
was again innovation in the form of color 
and style as well as placement and visibility.
There are some similarities between 
hip-hop’s earliest form and its contempo­
rary manifestation. The competitive nature 
still exists but is based on a different set of 
values. Today, innovation does not neces­
sarily guarantee respect. In rapping, eco­
nomic success and lyrics about the amount 
of “weight” (drugs) one can move are the 
epitome of credibility. It is important to 
note that there were rappers in the ’70s 
and ’80s who touched on these topics (the 
hunky Four Plus One More’s Lil’ Rodney
Cd rapped about private jets and sports cars) 
but this is when these sorts of lyrics were 
new. And songs about drugs in early hip- 
hop were usually about their damaging ef­
fects and not their economic opportunities. 
In (irandmaster Flash and the Furious Five’s 
hit “White Lines,” MC Melle Mel rapped 
about cocaine addiction and the differences 
in punishment for drugs oft'enders depend­
ing on their race. This is a far cry from the 
message of newer songs like 1)J Khaled’s 
“Brown Paper Bag.”
Furthermore, hip-hop’s initial emphasis 
on originality is lost in today’s sales-orient- 
ed music culture. When Soulja Boy released 
“Crank Dat,” it seemed overnight that a 
song called “Crank that Batman” hit the ra­
dio from the Pop It Off Boyz. This would 
have been labeled whack in the ’80s because 
biting someone else’s style was the ultimate 
disrespect and was cause for a fight or a 
battle in one of the four elements. But in 
today’s culture, if something’s successful, you 
piggyback on it and squeeze all the money 
you can out of it.
This repetitious nature has ensured hip- 
hop’s death. It’s no longer a cultural move­
ment to make the lives of the disenfranchised 
visible and to create something positive out 
of a negative environment. In the hands of 
record companies, it has become commodi­
fied, stripped of its soul, with the four ele­
ments separated. While it may say something 
about the state of culture and the mindset of 
people in America today, the “hip-hop” we 
see and hear says little in congruence with 
the founder’s intentions. Then again, is hip- 
hop’s death it’s ultimate message?
liriiW McMullen is a Journalism senior and a 
former reporter for the .Mustanii Daily.
I am sure that Mr. Baker, Mr. Durgin, Mr. 
Mohammad Noori (and many others 
with various names like A1 and Janies) in 
the administration will be most impressed 
with your insightful analysis. Maybe they, 
too, will invite you for cotfee... if you buy.
I do understand that Mr. Baker visited the 
ASl Board of Directors meeting Wednes­
day. If you haven’t met him, now is a good 
time. Maybe he talked about his involve­
ment with gender apartheid Saudi Arabia? 
Have fun!
— Roger Freherg
Response to “To the great president ofotir 
u'ondrous and diverse university"
THANK YOU for confirming what I’ve 
suspected for a long time...we’re getting 
SOAKED here on the C?entral C'oast, and 
California in general. I was on the phone 
to a friend in Minnesota yesterday and 
told her about our high prices. She was 
complaining about $3.15/gallon. 1 emailed 
her the article. Keep up the good work!
— Denine Hicks 
Response to “SL(^ County home to highest
gas prices in nation ”
As a parent I am quite shocked to learn 
that the President of C'al Poly is so hands- 
oflish to students. Hopefully he will read 
this article and change his approach to 
how he interacts with the student body. 
Maybe 1 should call him before I send my 
next donation check? Hmmm.
— Cal Poly parent 
Response to “To the great president of our 
u'ondrous and diverse university”
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your chest,
send your
opinions, rants  
and raves
all letters should be 
250 words and are 
subject to editing 
for grammar, 
speling and style.
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■ nutrii liti/ frolli pié^ i’ I(>
.in.| .in\ >u1kt t('pu m.ik'-tiriwn sports, don't think I
ion't kimw .1 pood trm.ik .itlik ti.' w Ik'II I set.' oin.-.
VCi- h.i\v' .1 \olIs‘\b.ill trMin ,it t ,il I’oly with pt.Ti.-nni.il AI1-Aiiktk .ins. 
iiid oiH- lit tlu- brst id .k Iu-s in tin- iountr\. C ,il l’ol\ li.is donim.iti.-d tin.- 
Hip West, w iiininp it tw u e. .iiui h,i\ nip the eontereiiee pl.iyer ot tlie ve.n 
t wi! ve.irs rimninp W hile C \il Holy hosted ,i repioti.il in 2ni it), it ad\ .meed 
!o the Sweet Sixteen this p.ist se.ison. This te.im pkiN-s everyone wlu^ is 
.iinone, .iiul is on the i usp ot beeommp one ot the elite propr.mis m the 
lunitrv 1 et me put it this w.i\ torpin s it \'olk-\b.tll were tootb.ill. our 
o.ielt wouki h.i\e potteii the l '( ' l  .\ |ob l.tst se.ison.
Sh.iroti lki\,.i two-sport .ithlete .it I '.il HoK. is i>n the \erpe ot beeom­
mp .m ()lvmpi.m m hiph )unipmp. She seems to win everv eollepi.ite 
meet she .itteiuls, .nui m.ikes ever\ other ei>nipetitor m the Hip W'est 
look interior. She's e.isilv one i>t, it not the pre.itest, teni.ile athletes to 
e\er step toot on this e.unpus. Whether she makes the Olympu s or not. 
!u-r lep.u \ is .ilre.idx eteheil m stone .it Oal HoK,
And while ( dil HoK nnpht not be the elite plattorm in tr.uk like 
sever.il ot the H.ie-H> sehools, 1 )a\ has helped this propr.im ereep closer 
w ith her immense talent.
1 ast but not le.ist. 1 e.m't t'orpet about the sottball propram. Its he.id 
eo.uh, [e'H'v Cdmdon. h.is taken this pri>pram t)ut ot iibseurity tti the 
national spothpht m less than tour ye.irs. In 2<><l7,she led the propram to 
its first |)ivisioii I NC'A.A tournament appear.mee by wiiminp the Hip 
West. Averapmp .^ 4 wins over her first three seasons, (kmdon has this 
team headed down a winninp path, and has be.iten sever.il Inphly-ranked 
teams m a short time at C!al Holy.
So w hile the men tend to prab the headlines m my artieles, it’s deti- 
intelv not due to a lack ot female talent at this school.
joliii is ill! ti\;rihiisincss snnor iiiiii ii Mnsiaini Daily sjunts
iOllUIUlist.
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The Mustang Daily
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Fencing
l oiitiiniefi fio iii pa^t' l( i
BRYAN BFll.KF MUSTANG DAll.Y
On April 26, the Cal Poly Fencing Club will host the All California 
Collegiate Club Championships in the Recreation Center.
think the b.itter .iiui the b.itter is .il 
w .i\ s tr\ mp to p i u - s s  the pitch that s 
coininp." he s.iid.' lt’s .ultiu tue. "
KeientK. the club p.irticip.ited 
in the tin.il NCll I ttuirn.unent ot 
the year, .nui did t.nrly well, 1 er- 
raresi s.iid.
‘‘l-Aen thouph it is disappomtinp 
that we didn't win the eup, I t'eel 
that the ekib is slowly rebiiildinp 
and improMiip," he s.iul.“ ,M.my ot 
our novue toihsts have been plae- 
iiip in the top eipht aiui I'm wry 
hopeful that we may win the cup 
.ipain w ithin two years."
Yanusaki placed first in epee 
and eiphth m boil, and berraresi 
eiphtli in epee.
With regards to the tiitiire ot the 
eliib,Yamasaki would like to see the 
program develop more.
“ I’d like to pet our members 
eompetinp in more national events 
and branching out and getting bet­
ter." he said.
All ambitions aside, though, the 
club eontnuies to thrive because of 
the simple joy it provides.
“beneing is a fun, gratifying 
sport — and you don’t need any 
experience w hatsoever tt) siueeed,” 
Fk-rraresi said.
On April 26. the ekib will host 
the All Cialifornia (kdlegiate Cilub 
(Championships on eampiis in the 
Recreation (Center.
The dub meets every ruesd.iy 
and Thursd.iy in Mott (iym from 
H p.in. to 1 I p.in. and will take stu­
dents until April 1 .S.
MEN S TENNIS V S ^ C  SANTA CRUZ
TODAY APRIL lO T H
BASEBALL VS. PACIFIC
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
APRIL 1 1  TH 6  PM
APRIL 12 T H 6  PM
APRIL 13 T H 1 P M
WOMEN S TENNIS VS. UC DAVIS
SATURDAY APRIL 1 2 T H  1 1  AM
WOMEN S TENNIS VS. UCSB
SUNDAY APRIL 13T H
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Basketball
continued from page 16
with (iolden State'. Wc could get 
in (to the playot'fs) it'we don’t win, 
(hut) it could give us a big leg up 
it we do win.”
There’s a symmetry to the two 
exciting clubs that tind themselves 
in this tough spot, thanks to the 
unprecedented glut of good teams 
m the West — and the improbable 
22-game winning streak that shot 
the titth-place Houston Rockets 
ahead of both teams.
The Warriors and the Nuggets
both average more than 1 10 points 
per game, bur they’re also two of 
the most defensively deficient, 
yielding roughly 107 points each 
night. T hey’re both inconsistent, 
with Denver sputtering through 
losses to Seattle and Sacramento 
last week while (¡olden State lost 
three of four on a tough road trip.
Still, if either team was in the 
Eastern (¡onference this season, it 
would be in fourth place. Instead, 
both clubs trail seventh-place Dal­
las (40-29) by two games with 
tour to play.
“ It’s something that is just crazy 
right now,” l¡)enver guard Anthony
(kirter said. " Elie only thing we 
can do is keep winning, and hope­
fully everything will play out in 
our favor. Being If) games over 
.500, I never thought we would 
still be fighting for a playoff spot.”
The Warriors seem a bit bewil­
dered by their predicament, given 
their remarkable improvements 
and a maturing roster, (¡olden 
State had to win 16 of its final 21 
games last season just to get that 
No. 8 spot, ending a 12-year play­
off drought.
Though coach Don Nelson 
is always quick to point out his 
team’s defensive woes — particu­
Morel uplifts morale of Mustangs
Cal Poly junior third baseman Brent Morel blasts a home run against 
Fresno State at Baggett Stadium on Wednesday night. Morel had two 
home runs in the Mustangs’ 8-5 victory.
For a complete recap, go online to mustangdaily.net today.
Fhe Mustangs (11-17) resume Big West Conference play by opening 
a three-game home series against Pacific at 6 p.m. Friday.
BLNJAMIN ROZAK .m u s t a n g  dail y
f
Earn $100-$200/shift. No expenence necessary.
International Bartender School will be back in SLO one week only. Day/Eve. 
classes. Job placement pt. time/full time openings, limited seating, call today!
1-800-859*4109 www.bartendu8a.la
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larly after allowing the baiiged-up 
Kings to score 1.52 points in (¡old­
en State’s victory luesday night 
— he has encouraged his players 
to embrace (¡olden State’s playoff 
squeeze.
"Our goal is to try to win five 
games in a row,” A1 Harrington 
said. “ If we do that, we’re definite­
ly in. Ain’t nothing anybody can 
do about that. ... Whatever team 
decides to play defense is going to 
win that game, and 1 think we have 
an excellent chance, especially on 
our home floor.”
The Warriors expect their 30th 
sellout crowd of the season to­
night, though the 5 p.m. local start 
time is 2 V2 hours earlier than nor­
mal, which could keep unobserv-
ant fans away until halftime.
And if the game comes down 
to the final minutes, as many of 
these teams’ tough games seem to 
do, few clubs are better equipped 
to finish. Baron Davis has been 
one of the NBA’s most dynamic 
late-game performers of the last 
few years, while Anthony and Al­
len Iverson also have reputations 
as outstanding closers.
“Our defense can improve, and 
it will improve as each game conies 
about,” said Davis, who had 33 
points and nine assists against Sac­
ramento. “ But for the nu)st part, 
we do what we need to do, and 
that’s win, survive, and it’s on to 
the next game, which is the most 
important game of the season.”
^Gladiator
^  Paintball Parli
Play our brand new 
NPPL Airfield!
A Great Place to Bust Your Balls!
« o »  « e  I / * ? ' ! .
Study Abroad this Summer! 
Valladolid
SPAIN
• ju n e  2 8  - ju ly  2 b . 2 0 0 8  •
Student Info Session 
Thurs., April 10, 11 a.m.
Cal Poly, F.rhart Ag.BhIg. (10) Room 222
I '[> to 8 im iis of ( 'al I’oly c icd ii:
-i units in Spanish 102. 103, 121, 122. 12'i. 301 or -t'’0. 
and > units in H t '.Vt .110. " (a ih iiic o t  Spain ' ( ( t l  I  1) 
or .5 units in .Ml'. 211, "S i.u ies"
C ^ A L  1 \ m V  C a ^ k t i n u i n u  H i u h  .a t k ^n  
A S D  U n i v e r s i t y  r * i  i r i .a c i i ________________________________
(805) 756-2053 
www.continuing-ed.calpoly.edu/travel.html
CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
PART-TIMH CAM PUS 
PROMOTHR Hand out Hiers 
and set up posters, $9/ hr: 
innovalivewebeonceptsC« 
yahoo.com
l.ifeguards Seasonal ! Part- 
Time Pori San Luis Harbor 
District is hiring high school 
graduates to serve as 
lifeguards in Avila Beach. 
Prior experience desirable. 
Need certilicalion in hirst 
Aid and C PR /Title 22 (or 
ability to obtain same). Must 
pass 500 meter ocean swim 
test in 10 minutes or less. 
Pay: $11.58/ hr. (Minimum 
wage during training: $8.00/ 
hr.) Application & job tlyer 
at WWW. port sa n I u i s.eom . 
Deadline: Friday, April 18. 
2008 at 4:30 p.m.
HELP WANTED
TRHLHOUSF: custom  
treehouse design needed for 
cluster o f 3 aged highly 
protected oaks. Fee 
neeotiable. (408)728-1278
ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS LOST AND FOUND
Make $$$ Now! 
DRINKACTPOWFR.COM
FOR SALE
CAR mustang, ford 2003 
coupe. 63.5k. auto, midnight 
blue, spoiler, great cond. 
$9.500. 48U8943.
Get Wiped! ACTION 
WIPKS - The ultimate sports 
wet wipes! Fxtra Big, Fxtra 
Thick. Natural Ingredients 
www.aetionwipes.com
View all classilied ads online 
at mustangdaily.net/ 
classifieds and place your
FRFF HAIRCUTS The 
Bladerunner is looking for 
able and willing Hair Models 
for an upcoming Haircut­
ting Class at our Salon April 
9th in the evening. Male and 
Female models are needed. 
Please call or email if you 
are interested! 541 -5 1 3 1
Unlimited yoga classes .$^ X) for 
90 days. Smiling Dog Yoga 
546-91(K). 1227 Archei St. 
www.smiliniidoiivoeaSI.().eom
Volunteer at Cal Poly 
Student Community Services 
Stop by ITI Room 217! 
or call (805) 756- 2476
Place your ad today! www. 
m ustangdaily.net/dassifieds
DO YOU PLAY GUITAR 
H FR O O R  ROCK HACK?  
Is your guitar just sitting on 
the floor? Axe Rack Inc. is 
producing student made gui­
tar hero stands that hold two 
guitars. Visit: 
ww w.theaxerack.com for 
more info
TRAVEL
GRADUATION WFF:K 
Av ila Beach 5 Star Resort 
sleeps 4. $1400/ wk. 805- 
528-1155. sanluisbayinn.com 
bsaiC« diarter.net
HOUSING
Room for Rent $800/ Mo. 
utilities pd. washer/ dryer 
swiming pool, 1360 Laurel 
Lane 805 490 3838
Students: Look for your 
lost items at Cal Poly Lost 
and Found. 756-7469
LOST Gold heart shaped 
charm. On Cal Poly Campus. 
Incredible sentimental value, 
reward if found. Please 
contact Sheila 756-2784
ILOS r  C'amo jacket. If found 
, please call: 831-801-8718
LOST Silver necklace with 
foour play ing cards pendant.
has sentimental value, re­
ward if found. Please contact 
Derek (619) 813-0539
I.OST Brian Siu Yang. If 
found, please return to 
Building 05-107
Mustang Dailv C'lassitieds 
Online and in print!
u \\ v\. Ill n s t a 11 gd a i I y. n e t/ 
classifieds
m ustangdaily.net
Thursday, April 10, 2008 SPORTS
MUSTANG DAILY
Fencing club to host All California 
Collegiate Club Championships
Brittney Clyde
M U S T A N C  DAM Y
Fencers ready?“En Garde 
Fence!”
Most may immediately 
picture “The Three Mus­
keteers” when the topic 
of fencing comes up, 
but it is a sport that 
is so much more 
than three ridicu­
lously dressed men 
fighting against 
injustice. It’s one 
that requires skill, 
strategy, spontaneity and 
practice.
Though C'al Poly has never 
had a well-established fencing 
club, over the past 15 years it has 
steadily gained momentum and 
grown in popularity.
What has helped the sport 
garner more attention in gen­
eral is the previous Olympics, 
said Kyle Yamasaki, a club 
member.
“We had a couple of gold 
medalists and a couple of 
bronze (medalists) so it has re­
ally been growing from that, 
and then in this year’s Olym­
pics there could be a couple 
medal potentials that are 
helping (the sport) a lot.”
As of right now there 
are between 30 and 40 
members, although the 
count varies each quarter.
“Back in 1993, when our 
current head coach, Eric Mc­
Donald, came to Cal Poly, there 
were a handful of guys sharing 
most of their gear on a single 
strip,” club member Mark Ferraresi 
said. “Since then, the club has be­
come a top player in the Northern 
California Intercollegiate Fencing 
League (NCIFL).”
Skill level also varies, and there 
is no experience required to join 
the club; equipment is supplied, as 
well,Yamasaki said.
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The Cal Poly Fencing Club, of which there are roughly 40 members, meets Tuesdays and Thursdays from 8 
p.m. to 11 p.m. in Mott Gym, and will welcome new students until April 15.
“We have seven coaches right 
now; every quarter we have a 
beginning class that’s devoted to 
people that don’t know anything 
about the sport and have never 
done it before,” he explained. “We 
also have intro classes for various 
weapons and then we have inter­
mediate and advanced classes, as 
well as private lessons.”
The sport includes three weap­
ons: the foil, epee and sabre. Each 
weapon type has special rules.
which then determine how the 
fencer may score on an opponent.
Distinguishing fencing from 
other sports is its unique intimida­
tion factor, Ferraresi added.
“Most people have never seen 
modern Olympic fencing, as the 
sport isn’t very widespread,” he 
said. “Because of that, it may take 
some people out of their comfort 
zone.”
Due to no two fencing bouts 
being the same, players can never
rely on one strategy, move or trick 
alone, and in the higher levels, it 
can become all about strategy, ac­
cording to Ferraresi. “You con­
stantly have to be aware of the 
opponent’s intentions or second 
intentions,” he said.
Cdub president Tim Baldwin 
compared the sport to a duel be­
tween a batter and a pitcher. “The 
pitcher is always trying to out-
see Fencing, page 14
Warriors host Nuggets in critical 
game for playoff hopes o f each
Greg Beacham
ASS(H lATEI) I'RF.SS
OAKLAND — Stephen 
Jackson thought the Ciolden 
State Warriors were good 
enough to avoid this kind of 
late-season drama. Carmelo 
Anthony felt the same way 
about his Denver Nuggets.
And in any other NBA sea­
son, both players would have 
been correct.
Instead, the Western Con­
ference’s eighth-place teams 
are headed for an unlikely 
showdown tonight in Oakland. 
Both of the NBA’s highest- 
scoring clubs are tied for the
final playotTspot at 47-31 with 
just a week left m the regular 
season, and their final meeting 
easily could determine which 
team will end up with the best 
record in league history to 
miss the postseason.
“We feel like we should be 
in, but we still have to fight 
for it,” said Jackson, whose 
Warriors are nine games bet­
ter than they were at this point 
last season, when they snuck 
into the playoffs and toppled 
top-seeded Dallas.
“The downfall is, our re­
cord is 10 times better than it 
was last year. Nobody expect­
ed to have this record and be
fighting to get into the play­
offs, but it is what it is.”
Speaking in two locker 
rooms 368 miles apart after 
their clubs’ victories Tues­
day night, both Jackson and 
Anthony called the game “a 
must-win.”
“Two good teams who de­
serve to go to the playoffs are 
going to battle on Thursday 
night,” coach George Karl said 
after the Nuggets’ 18-point 
win over the Clippers. “When 
this thing all started evolv­
ing six or eight weeks ago, 1 
remember circling the game
see Basketball, page 15
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Golden State guard Monta Ellis, left, and 
the rest of the Warriors host the Denver 
Nuggets at 5 tonight in Oakland.
SPORTS EDUO R: 1 )onovan Aircl 
inusUin^diilysports@gn iail.com
Johnny in 
the Box
COMMENTARY
Som e 
love for 
the ladies
John Middlekauff
ON women's sports
During the fill, while work­
ing for the Kansas City Chiefs, 1 
witnessed an athletic performance 
for the ages, and it had nothing to 
with football. 1 attended a high 
school basketball game in which 
Kansas’ five-time defending state 
champion played a team with only 
six players.
The only catch was the team 
with just six players had the No. 1 
junior recruit in the country. The 
performance I witnessed was one 
that 1 will never forget, and the 
way I view athletics will never be 
the same.
This player was on an entirely 
different level — dribbling left, 
dribbling right, fade-away 3s, 
finger-roll lay-ups. From no-look 
passes to a silky smooth shooting 
touch.Though double-teamed ev­
ery possession, this player’s ability 
to split two defenders and score 
was unlike anything 1 have ever 
seen on TV, let alone in person.
With 10 seconds remaining, and 
the game on the line, there was no 
question where the ball was going. 
It wasn’t six players against a five­
time defending state champ — it 
was one player on a mission.
And 44 points, 15 rebounds 
and seven assists later, the team 
with six players led by one super- 
star sent a tornado through Kansas 
high school basketball.
One fact I left out is that this 
player was a girl, playing in a girls 
high school basketball game.
1 had heard the hype, so I fig­
ured 1 better go check her out. 
Major universities like Tennessee, 
Connecticut and Stanford were 
all battling for her services — the 
three most dominant women’s 
collegiate programs.
Simply put, this girl was an ab­
solute stud. She would start for Cal 
Poly and be the Big West Confer­
ence Player of the Year right now, 
and 1 can say that without hesita­
tion.
Too often, female athletics are 
overlooked, and I’ll admit 1 have 
contributed to this problem.There 
have been countless opportuni­
ties for me to write about female 
athletics at this school, and I have 
dropped the ball.
While 1 love writing about the 
NFL draft, 40 times, vertical jumps, 
the NBA playoffs, the NBA draft
see Women, page 14
